The Skin Cancer Answer: The Natural Treatment For Basal And Squamous Cell Carcinomas And Keratoses
In spite of the steady stream of news about medical breakthroughs, some diseases are on the rise. Nonmelanoma skin cancers (squamous and basal cell carcinomas) occur as often as all other cancers combined. With their previous book on the use of shark cartilage as an anticarcinogen, I. William Lane and Linda Comac challenged the medical establishment. In The Skin Cancer Answer, they now offer a revolutionary approach to skin cancer treatment, describing in a reader-friendly tone the history, use, and effectiveness of a thoroughly tested vegetable component, which is easily applied.

**Synopsis**

In spite of the steady stream of news about medical breakthroughs, some diseases are on the rise. Nonmelanoma skin cancers (squamous and basal cell carcinomas) occur as often as all other cancers combined. With their previous book on the use of shark cartilage as an anticarcinogen, I. William Lane and Linda Comac challenged the medical establishment. In The Skin Cancer Answer, they now offer a revolutionary approach to skin cancer treatment, describing in a reader-friendly tone the history, use, and effectiveness of a thoroughly tested vegetable component, which is easily applied.
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**Customer Reviews**

I suggest that you keep an open mind about skin cancer and that there are much better methods of curing skin cancer, especially basal cell and squamous cell cancer and also keratosis. I had keratosis on the back of my thigh and also I have a history of skin cancer. After I read the book, I placed an order of the medication mentioned in the book and used it. Guess what? The stuff mentioned in the book REALLY works. I am tired of the butchery of the dermatologists. Of course, I still go to a dermatologist for checkups but I refuse to let him butcher me!!!!!!!!!

This book directed me to glycoalkaloid cream for the treatment of skin problems, including keratoses. I have been treating a large area with the cream for 2 1/2 weeks, and the area is responding and diminishing. I am overjoyed at having found this product.
by applying the information and research in this book I saved myself from going thru the routine "cut, burn, and poison procedure to rid myself of basal skin cancer.

Rather more information than one is looking for when one is looking for practical solutions for skin cancers. was annoyed by how long he took to cut to the chase. people buying this book are looking for an answer to skin cancer, not an encyclopedic overview of everything he knows about it. the is book could have been organized in a far more practical and useful way. i found myself skimming through having to search through a volume of information which is academic rather than useful to someone with skin cancer, to find what i was looking for, and in my case, in the end he told me what i already knew--that there is one widely used alternative solution for basal cell carcinoma. he could have presented the practical information far more clearly and made it easier to access. so, the book is better than no book, but leaves a lot to be desired. i do think anyone with a major problem with skin cancer should also read dr. alfred plechner as the hormonal balance plays into one’s immune defense. and they should read, "beating cancer with nutrition." i thought i had killed one of the basal cell carcinomas on my face using the alternative cream which acts like a natural chemotherapy, but it re-activated when i took a trip and ate things i normally avoid containing sugar, like cookies. so that was interesting.

I bought 3 books on the subject all were better then this. this is about "alternative" medicine. forget it. i through it out.
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